
1989 International Dump 
Truck Replacement



Truck #14

Truck #14,  a 1989 International Dump Truck, Sander Plow, was bought new in 1988.  The truck 
served its purpose as the main hot top/plow truck through 1999 when other new trucks took 
over.  In 1995 it was retrofitted with a new wing plow set up allowing it to plow twice the 
amount of snow at every pass.  In 2007 the dump body was removed from the truck due to 
excessive rot and it was used as a permanent sander/plow truck.  Since then the truck has only 
been used for snow events and then last year as a spare truck due to the condition and 
amount of work needed to keep it road worthy.  The truck suffers from significant amounts of 
rust on the frame and cab including holes in the floor.  Due to the amount of rust we can no 
longer get an inspection sticker.  Besides the rust causing havoc, the truck has many electrical 
issues and drivetrain issues that would be cost prohibitive to repair at this time. The mileage is 
approximately 120,000 but the odometer has not worked in a few years.  I have attached some 
pictures of the truck that will allow you to see some of the rust and condition it is in today.  
#14 will be used as a parts truck for now and auctioned the future.





Truck #14 Replacement
Truck #14 will be replaced with a new tractor, dump trailer combination.  The truck will be versatile allowing us to plow and
sand one day and haul 30+ tons of salt or other materials the next day.  Quotes have been solicited for the tractor from the 
state bidders list and Peterbilt has come in the lowest at $122,100 for a 367 model.  However the dump trailer is not a state 
bid item and will have to be put out to bid separately.  So far the lowest quote for the trailer has been $59,950 from 
Donovan Equipment.  We will be equipping the truck with a newer sander we took off a parts truck (#9) that was replaced 
last year.  This will save the town approximately $18,000.  The sander will be made to slide on and off as needed.  We will be 
utilizing one of our spare plows on the truck so we will not have to purchase a new plow at a savings of proximately $8,000. 
This truck will have a lot of possible applications such as hauling sludge from the sewer plant, hauling materials from the 
transfer station, hauling our contaminated street sweepings and catch basin materials to land fills saving us trucking costs.
One big application will be hauling salt.  In the last 5 years we have almost changed our road treatments in the winter to 
strictly salt and liquid ice melts.  The reasons for this is sand is bad for the environment, #1 it has Phosphorus in it which 
effects the level of Phosphorus in the Charlies River so it has to be cleaned up every year at a cost of between $40,000 to 
$60,000 per year.  The other problem with sand is it fills our drainage system, rivers and ponds.  The need for more salt use
has caused issues with us getting salt.  There usually are not enough trucks to haul the salt to our yard causing us to wait for
deliveries and run out of salt totally.  In order to keep roads safe we must have salt in the sheds.  Our sheds hold 4,500 tons 
of salt, we use anywhere from 1-3 sheds a winter.  In past years we have hired trucks to haul at $100 per hour plus the cost 
of the salt (last year $78 per ton).  We can haul our own salt at a $7-$10 per ton less at a savings of up to $300 a truck load 
or as much as 45,000 to $ 90,000 per season.  Each truck carries approximately 30 ton.  About 20 years ago the town owned 
this type of a truck but for some reason it was never replaced.           



Peterbilt 367 Tractor Donovan 26’ Dump Trailer



A Little History

Here’s a picture taken of Milford Highway Departments Tractor trailer during 
Milford’s Bicentennial Parade in July of 1980.  The driver of the truck was the 
late Bob Sheedy and the co-pilot was his son Rob Sheedy.  The man in the back 
on the roller was the late Joe Tusino.  This truck was taken out of service in the 
late 80’s and never replaced.   








